Home Sweet Home — Tag - Flap Card Set

Designed by ~ Ginger Ropp

Graphic 45® Supplies:
- 1 ea Home Sweet Home 8x8 Paper Pack (4502141)
- 1 pk Home Sweet Home Double Sticker Set (4502142)
- 1 ea G45 Staples Large Tags—Kraft (4500626)
- 1 pk G45 Card Set & Envelopes—Kraft (4501990)

Additional Supplies, Tools, Adhesives & Ink:
- Paper trimmer, detail scissors, ruler, scoring tool, bone folder, wet & dry adhesives, foam adhesive

Notes:
- For a fun, detailed video tutorial, visit our YouTube page!
- Measurements are width x height unless specified.
- Optional: Distress paper edges with distress ink before adhering to the card bases.
- The following instructions are for three cards. You can then use the remaining supplies provided in your kit to complete three additional cards if you desire.

Directions:
1. Cut two pieces from the B-side of Handmade to measure 4” x 5¼”. Adhere one piece to the inside of the card and one to the front of the card.
2. Trim out the “Homegrown” recipe card from My Sunshine and adhere it to the inside of the card approximately 1/4” from the top.
3. Trim the “Happiness is Homemade” card from Apple Pie and set aside.
4. Trim the blue border strip from the Country Life paper and set aside.
5. With the grommet facing up, score the large kraft tag at 2 5/8” and 5¼”. Fold the top of the tag forward and the bottom of the tag back. (Mountain-Valley fold)
6. From the remaining B-side of Handmade cut two pieces to measure 2 3/8” x 3 5/8” and adhere these to the center panels created by the tag.
7. From the B-side of Granny’s Quilt cut two pieces to measure 2 3/8” x 3 5/8” and adhere these to the front of the tag on the two remaining panels.
8. Trim out the “He who plants kindness gathers love” cut apart from My Sunshine and trim out “Grandma’s Apple Pie” from Apple Pie. Adhere the Apple Pie element to the back of the top of the tag and adhere the other element onto the front of the tag in the center panel.
9. Trim out a row of the stamps from Country Life and adhere as shown.
10. Fold up the tag and add adhesive to the back of the folded tag and glue it to the front of the card. Add the sticker elements as shown.
11. Create the belly band closure by folding the tag up and wrap the blue border strip around the card. (Make sure you don’t wrap it too tight.) Use the Happiness is Homemade” element to adhere the border strip ends together.
Card #2 Directions:

1. Cut two pieces from the B-side of Farmers Market to measure 5¼" x 4" and adhere one to the front of the card and one to the inside. (This is a landscape style card.) Trim the “Farm Fresh Eggs” recipe card from My Sunshine and adhere it to the inside of the card. Add the “Happiness is Homemade” sticker as shown.

2. Trim off ½ inch from the bottom of the large kraft tag. (See Photo) Score the tag at 4” and fold along the score line. Glue to tag to the front of tag creating a flip up.

3. Cut a piece from Farmers Market to measure 3½” x 3¾" and adhere it to the bottom section of the tag. Trim a piece from the B-side of Granny’s Quilt to measure 3½” x 3½” and adhere it to the front of the tag. (Round the bottom 2 corners.)

4. Trim out the “Dear Friend” cut apart element from My Sunshine and layer it onto the inside of the tag. Trim the seed packet border strip from Country Life to measure 3½” (three seed packets). Adhere these to the inside of the upper portion of the tag. Add the stickers as shown in the photo to the front of the tag.

5. Use the chicken border strip from Country Life to create the belly band closure. Adhere the “Home Grown” large sticker to a piece of scrap paper and cut around it. Wrap the chicken border strip around the card creating a belly band closure as in Card#1. The “Home Grown” sticker element is used to adhere the ends of the border strip.
Card #3 Directions:

1. Cut two pieces from the B-side of Home Sweet Home to measure 4” x 5¼”. (Trim from the bottom so you keep the border of stamps on the reverse side intact.)

2. Adhere one piece to the inside of the card and one to the front of the card.

3. Trim out the Apple Pie recipe card from My Sunshine and adhere it to the inside ½” from the top. Trim out the row of four stamps from Home Sweet Home and add to the bottom of the inside of the card.

4. Score the large kraft tag at 1⅝” and 6¼” (grommet side facing up) fold on the score lines and add adhesive to the center section of the tag and adhere it to the back of the card base in the center. (The top and bottom portion of the tag will wrap around to the front.)

5. Trim a piece from Garden Fresh to measure 4” x 5¼” and adhere it to the back of the card covering the tag.

6. Cut two pieces from the B-side of Granny’s Quilt to measure 1⅞” x 3⅞” and two pieces to measure 1½” x 3⅞”. Round the outside two corners of all four pieces.

7. Adhere the smaller pieces to the portion of the tag that has the grommet (front and back) and the larger pieces to the other side of the tag (front and back).

8. Trim out the stamps from Country Life and adhere to the tag flaps as shown in the photo.

9. Trim out the “Farm Fresh” label from Apple Pie and add it to the upper portion of the front of the card. Add the stickers to the tag flaps as shown. Add the remaining stickers to the front of the card as shown.

10. Create the belly band closure as previously mentioned in Card #1. Using the green You are my sunshine border strip from Country Life and the cut apart from Apple Pie to connect the ends together.